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NCRS Northeast Chapter Officers 
 

 

 

• Chairman - Joe Santiso, (203) 980-1576, jsantiso@comcast.net 

• Vice-Chairman - Robert Rohloff – (203) 393-3028, robrohloff@aol.com 

• Judging Co-Chairman – Angelo Milazzo – (203) 461-4543, angmilz@aol.com 

• Judging Co-Chairman - Joe Tansey – (203) 910-9911, btansey@charter.net  

• Treasurer – Jesse Meeker - (203) 794-0551, jessmeeeker@aol.com 

• Membership Chairman – Rich Morgante – (914) 494-2514, rpm12161@icloud.com 

• Newsletter Editor – Billy Schoenberg – (914) 645-7748, billy.schoenberg@gmail.com 

• Secretary – Position Open – Volunteer needed! 

• Events Chairman – Position Open – Volunteer needed! 

 

 

NCRS registered marks used in Northeast News are NCRS Founders Award®, NCRS Master Judge 
Award®, NCRS Performance Verification Award®, NCRS Flight Award®, and NCRS Sportsman 
Award® are registered with the United States Department of Commerce and Trademark Office. The 
NCRS American Heritage AwardSM application is pending.   
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Message from the Chairman 
Hello Northeast Chapter Members. The nice weather is here and 
our Chapter events are underway.  By the time you receive this 
newsletter, we will have already had our Spring Meet at GT 
Motorcars and the Road Tour to Quinnipiac University.  A warm 
thank you to Mike Lombardi, Angelo Finateri, and Drew Papsun 
for organizing and conducting the Spring Meet, as well as to Rob 
Rohloff for organizing and conducting the Road Tour.  And 
thanks to all of you who supported the Judging Meet and the 
Road Tour! 

Tech Session: Next on our events calendar is the Technical 
Session on Trailing Arms conducted by Gary Ramadei.  The 
session is planned for June 15th at 9:00am at Gary’s shop in 
Cheshire, CT.  Last fall Gary hosted our Chapter for a 
presentation and discussion on steering boxes and rear end 

components.  The event was enjoyed by many, and I am sure this year’s event will be just as 
interesting. This event is a good opportunity to take your Corvette out because there is very good 
parking. 

Adirondack Regional 2020: The Northeast Chapter Board of Directors is extremely pleased to 
announce that our Chapter will team with the Adirondack Chapter to host a Adirondack Regional 
Judging Meet on May 14-16, 2019. The location will be in Latham, NY just north of Albany. Please 
consider volunteering to support this event to ensure its success.  Our Chapter is a 50-50 partner with 
the Adirondack Chapter meaning we will share the effort and share the profit. More information 
regarding the event, host hotel, and volunteer positions will be announced shortly. 

2019 Election of Chapter Officers: Our Chapter will hold elections for Chapter officers in early July. It 
is mandated by our By-Laws that we hold elections at least once every 18 months. We greatly need to 
fill the positions of Secretary and Events Manager. But, to be clear, all offices (Chairman, Vice-
Chairman, Judging Chairman, Membership Chairman, Treasurer and Newsletter Editor) are up for 
election. 

Nominations for any office can be made by any member of the Northeast Chapter of NCRS, and you 
are strongly encouraged to self-nominate. If nominated, you may withdraw your name up to 7 days 
before the election. Nominations may be made by talking in person, calling or emailing any of the 
current officers. (Go to our website:  www.ncrsnec.com for the officers’ contact information).Voting will 
be by email to the Treasurer (since the secretary position is open).As many of you know, this chapter 
came very close to suspension because of lack of officers. So, nominate early and often! 

Election Process Schedule: 

Now to May 31 - Nominations open 

June 3 - Formal announcement of the candidates for office. 

June 30 – Voting ends 

July 1 – New officers announced and start terms. 
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Last but not least, I would like to extend a special thank you to Mike Lombardi for the leadership he 
provided to the Chapter during his term as Chairman.  Mike did many great things for the Chapter 
including organizing the Judging Meets and Holiday Brunch, as well as significantly improving the 
financial health of our Chapter.  In addition, he helped the Chapter receive consecutive Chapter Top 
Flight Awards.  We look forward to seeing Mike at future NCRS functions. 

See you soon at our upcoming events! 

 
Joe Santiso 

Northeast Chapter Chairman 

Treasurer’s Report 
Our check book balance March 31, 2019 was $2,590.84. 

Our checkbook balance April 30, 2019 was $3,228.47. 

The April activity include dues receipts, Chapter Meet receipts and expenditures, and 
bank fees.  Since the April balance we paid out to Adirondack Chapter $375.00 as 
our share of the Regional Meet deposits.  

Newsletter Editor Comments 
After Mike Lombardi’s passionate pleas for help at the April 6th 
chapter meeting, I volunteered to help out with the chapter newsletter 
in order to make sure that our chapter doesn’t have to shut down.  
This will be my first ever issue!  Judging from what I can tell the 
quality of the newsletter isn’t really up to the newsletter editor, but 
rather, it’s up to all of you the newsletter readers who submit articles, 
pictures and other content.  Without all of us working together to 
make our chapter better, nothing happens. 

What I’d like to see moving forward is more engagement with chapter 
members.  Got a quick tech-tip or idea?  Write a paragraph about it, 
send me a picture and I’ll put it in the newsletter.  Do you know of a 
‘sweet’ car show coming up, send me a link to the flyer and I’ll 

publish it!  I think by now you kind of get the idea…. The next thing on my mind is classifieds I know 
from personal experience that we all have parts, posters, books etc. which are cluttering up our 
mancaves, attics and garages.  I’d love to see more members send me an ad and a photo of what 
they want to sell so that I can list it in the newsletter.  Another thing is that I need help, I can’t be 
everywhere at every chapter event of interest.  I need people to send me photos and summaries of 
events they go to.  A quick snap from your smartphone with a sentence for a caption really helps and 
is really easy to do. 

I’d like to end with saying that nothing is set in stone here, if you’ve got an idea, a request, an inkling 
reach out and I’d love to talk to you and see if we both can’t make this newsletter or this chapter 
better! You can contact me via email: billy.schoenberg@gmail.com or by phone (914) 645-7748.  
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Upcoming Events 
Date Activity Location 
May 26 Chapter Road Tour to 

Connecticut Classic Chevy 
Show 

Quinnipiac University, Hamden, 
CT 

June 1, 10am – 2pm 7th Annual CT Vettes for Vets CT Veteran Home in Rocky Hill 
June 15th 9am Chapter Tech Session: Trailing 

arms 
986 Ott Dr, Cheshire, CT 06410 
 

July 14th 27th Annual Corvette Show & 
Swap Meet. Club Corvette of 
Connecticut 

Moroso Performance Products 
Guilford CT 

July 14 – 19 NCRS National Convention Greenville, SC 
July 28 Westchester Corvette Club Car 

Show w/ Armonk PBA 
Armonk, NY 

August 22 – 25 Corvette’s at Carlisle Carlisle, PA 
Sept 8 CT Classic Car Show – CT 

Military Corvette Club 
South Windsor American 
Legion Post #133 

Sept 22 Vettes at Crystal Mall Crystal Mall Waterford CT 
Sept 22 Cabela’s Classic Car Show – 

CT Military Corvette Club 
Cabela’s East Hartford CT 

May 15 – May 16 2020 Adirondack NCRS Regional 
(Our Regional!!) 

Latham NY 
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Northeast Judging School Review 
April 5th 2019 @ GT Motorcars LLC Wallingford CT 

Article by: Robert Rohloff 
The Northeast chapter held a Judging School at GT Motorcars on April 5, 2019. It started at 6:00 and 
finished at 7:30. The subject was the “Matrix Judging System”. There were 16 Northeast Chapter 
members in attendance. The school was taught by Angelo Finateri and Joe Scafidi. They did an 
excellent job and the presentation materials were extremely helpful. This was a shortened version of 
the same class taught at the National Judging Retreat. Some of the main points includes: 
 
The matrix judging system is used for Originality only (not for condition). 
 
All the matrixes are calculated in the judge’s head, do not write the matrix on the scoring sheet. 
 
The matrix judging system is based on CDCIF (Configuration, Date, Completeness, Installation and 
Finishes) 

CDCIF forms the columns of the Matrix, weighted equal at 20% for each of the CDCIF elements.  

The component(s) being judged form the row(s) of the matrix, weighted using the judge’s expert 
knowledge of the value of the details that make up that component. 

The total points for the matrix are taken from the points available from the judging sheet. Remember 
that these are points deducted. If there is nothing to deduct, then a zero is entered in the matrix 
element. 

The Matrix Judging System does not replace the Standard Deduction Guidelines 

 
Angelo Finateri and Joe Scafidi leading a class in Matrix Judging 
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Northeast Chapter Meet Review 
April 6th 2019 @ GT Motorcars LLC Wallingford CT 

Award Name Year Hometown 
Top Flight Joe Verrillo 1965 Stillwater, NY 
Top Flight Joe Verrillo 1963 Stillwater, NY 
Top Flight JR Amantea 1967 Meriden, CT 
Top Flight JR Amantea 1967 Meriden, CT 
Top Flight Billy 

Schoenberg 
1971 Yorktown 

Heights, NY 
Top Flight Jesse  

Meeker 
1988 Danbury, CT 

Sportsman Fred 
Sarbello 

1981 Danbury, CT 

Bowtie Display Joe Verrillo 1967 Stillwater, NY 
Bowtie Display Dan 

Shutzbank, 
Dave 
Shutzbank 

1967 White Plains NY, 
New York City, 
NY 

 

  

Judge Hometown 
Andy Cabral North Reading, MA 
Angelo Finateri Fort Johnson, NY 
Bill Conrad Wrentham, MA 
Bill Meese Chatham, NY 
Bob Rosenblatt Sharon, MA 
Dan Shutzbank White Plains, NY 
Dave Shutzbank New York City, NY 
Drew Papsun  Norwalk, CT 
Ed Johnson Bridgewater, MA 
Fred Sarbello Danbury, CT 
Hank De 
Martino 

Huntington, NY 

Joe Tansey Southbury, CT 
Jim Sabia  Wappenger Falls, NY 
Joe Santiso Oxford, CT 
Joe Scafidi Waltham, MA 
John Jabour Sayville, NY 
Leif Larsen Scotia, NY 
Melvin Wolff Danbury. CT 
Mike Lombardi Watertown, CT 
Pete Wilkinson Pleasant Valley, NY 
Pete Gereg Brookfield, CT 
Peter Martin New Canaan, CT 
Rich Ferraro Killingsworth,  CT 
Rich Morgante Armonk, NY 
Rick Barrack Short Hills, NJ 
Rob Rohloff Bethany, CT 
Robert 
Markowski 

East Haven, CT 

Ron Goduti North Haven, CT 
Sal Carbone Bolton, CT 
Tom Flanagan Bayville, NY 
Jonathan 
Kriebel 

Riverside, CT 

Bob & JR Amantea receiving their Top Flight awards 

Billy Schoenberg receiving his Top Flight award 
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Jesse Meeker receiving his Top Flight award Joe Verrillo receiving his Top Flight 
awards 

Dan & Dave Shutzbank receiving their Bowtie Display 
award 

Joe Verrillo receiving his Bowtie Display award 

JR Amantea being thanked for allowing us to host the 
meet at GT Motorcars LLC 

Cars getting judged in GT Motorcars LLC Billy Schoenberg’s all original 1971 

Two 1967 Bowtie cars on display 
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Northeast Chapter Meeting Minutes from General 
Membership Meeting 
April 6th 2019 @ GT Motorcars LLC Wallingford CT 
The Northeast Chapter held a general membership meeting at the conclusion of the very successful 
Judging Meet on Saturday April 6, 2019: 

1. Mike Lombardi announced that he will be stepping down as chairman of our chapter. Under 
Mike’s leadership the chapter tripled the amount of funds in its treasury; the membership 
increased to the largest number in over a decade, and we achieved the Chapter Top Flight 
Award from NCRS National. 

2. The following will be BOD officers until we hold a general election by July.  
a. Chairman - Joe Santiso (has been our vice chairman for many years) 
b. Vice Chairman – Robert Rohloff 
c. Judging Chairman – Open (Extremely important we fill this role) 
d. Treasurer – Jesse Meeker (newly filled) 
e. Newsletter Editor – Billy Schoenberg (newly filled) 
f. Membership Chairmen – Joe Tansey (has been an officer for many years)  
g. Secretary – Open (Rob Rohloff to fill in temporarily) 

3. The revised BOD will hold a meeting shortly to determine what the priority events are to be for 
the remainder of this year. A new calendar of events will be sent out shortly. 

4. We still desperately need more nominees/volunteers for officers for our July elections and 
volunteers for event managers. 
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Nominations Needed for Election of Officers 
 

The Northeast Chapter of NCRS will hold elections for Chapter officers in early July. It is mandated by 
our By-Laws that we hold elections at least once every 18 months. We desperately need to fill the 
positions Secretary and Events Manager. But, to be clear, all offices (Chairman, Vice-Chairman, 
Judging Chairman, Membership Chairman, Treasurer and Newsletter Editor) are up for election. 

Nominations for any office can be made by any member of the Northeast Chapter of NCRS, and you 
are strongly encouraged to self-nominate. If nominated, you may withdraw your name up to 7 days 
before the election.  

Nominations may be made by talking in person, calling or emailing any of the current officers. (Go to 
our website  https://www.ncrsnec.com/ for their contact information). 

Voting will be by email to the Treasurer (since the secretary position is open). 

As many of you know, this chapter came very close to dissolution because of lack of officers. So, 
nominate early and often! 

 

Schedule: 

Now to May 31 - Nominations open 

June 3 - Formal announcement of the candidates for office. 

June 30 – Voting ends 

July 1 – New officers announced and start terms. 
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Road Tour 
 

The Northeast Chapter of NCRS is planning a road tour for Sunday, May 26th to the Connecticut 
Classic Chevy show held at Quinnipiac University, Hamden, CT.  

We can all park together on the show field, provided we all arrive together. Corvettes up to model year 
1986 can enter the show, later models can park together in general parking and join the rest of us on 
the show field. All parking is on paved surface. This show is for all makes/models/stock/custom/etc. 
You will see everything here. There will be over 500 cars in the show. 

We will meet at the parking lot in front of Advanced Auto Parts, 935 South Main St., Cheshire at 9:00 
and drive together to the show, arriving about 9:30. If you cannot make this road tour because of 
either the time or the start point, but are still going to the show, please let me know. 

The road tour will be cancelled due to rain. 

Contact Rob Rohloff by phone or email if you are interested – 203-393-3028, robrohloff@aol.com 

Note – You must cut and paste my email address for me to get your reply 

For more detailed information on this show. 

https://www.ctclassicchevy.com/ 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Meet here at 9:00 
935 S. Main, Cheshire 
 

Show is here 
 

Northeast Chapter 

Road Tour 
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Meeting Minutes from NEC Board Meeting 
May 2nd 2019 @ Famous Pizza, Bethel CT 
Joe Santiso called the Board of Directors meeting to order at 6:30 PM on Thursday, May 2, 2019. In 
attendance were: Joe Santiso, Robert Rohloff, Joe Tansey, Jesse Meeker and Billy Schoenberg. 

Order of business was: 

Elections – Per the Northeast Chapter By-Laws we must hold an election at a minimum every 18 
months. That would put us due for the next election in July 2019. An announcement will go out to the 
general membership to request nominations for all chapter officers’ positions. We would like to 
announce the candidates for each position by June 3 and hold the election on June 30th. Discussions 
were held for options for encouraging more members to support their chapter by volunteering 
themselves. We desperately need a secretary. 

National Convention – Joe Tansey will represent the Northeast Chapter at the National convention in 
Greenville this summer. He will accept our Chapter Top Flight award and attend any NCRS national 
meeting requiring chapter representation. 

Carlisle- The BOD will again make the 2 spots at Carlisle available to any members of our chapter. 
Details of the raffle, and conditions will be announced in June. 

Road Tour – The BOD decided that a road tour to the Connecticut Classic Chevy show held in 
Hamden, CT would be preferable to a road tour to Lime Rock park due to complications with other 
events on Labor Day weekend. An announcement for the road tour will be sent out in early May. We 
are looking for 10 to 15 participants. 

Tech Session – There will be another technical session at Gary Ramadei in Cheshire in June. Last 
year’s tech session held there was well received. 

Holiday Party – A suggestion was made to move the Holiday party to mid-January 2020. This is being 
looked into. Most likely another brunch at the Waverly Inn in Cheshire. 

Adirondack Regional – By a unanimous vote by the BOD the Northeast Chapter will partner with the 
Adirondack chapter for the Regional Judging meet that will be held in May 2020. This will be held in 
the Albany, NY area. 

Treasury – Jesse Meeker is the Northeast Chapter of NCRS new Treasurer. Authorization was given 
to change the signature on the Bank of America checking account, account number XXXX XXXX 
XXXX from Richard Ferraro to Jesse J Meeker. Rich's signature is to be honored by the bank until 
such time as the bank changes their records and the last check clears that is dated prior to their 
changing their records.  
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Metro Long Island Chapter Meet Review 
May 5th 2019 @ Deluxe Car Storage New Hyde Park, NY 

By Joe Tansey 
Here are some pictures from the recent Metro LI Chapter Meet held 
on May 5th at Deluxe Car Storage in New Hyde Park, NY. The 
weather was not cooperative, with heavy rains forecast throughout 
the day, but no problem since the facility could accommodate a 
number of cars for inside judging. There were a few cancellations 
due to the weather but approximately 10 cars showed up for Flight 
Judging. 

Mike Lombardi, Drew Papsun, Tom Flannagan and myself attended 
as Judges to represent our chapter. Fred Yankocy, a member of the 
Northeast Chapter, brought his newly restored 1967 Marina Blue 
427/435HP Coupe with Factory side pipes out for its first NCRS 
flight Judging experience. Fred did an excellent job on the multi-year 
restoration and the car easily achieved Top Flight. Hopefully, we will 
see his wonderful Corvette at an upcoming NCRS regional event.  
Also, in attendance was Alan Blay displaying his 1953. 
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Fred Yankocy receiving his top flight! 

Fred Yankocy’s beautiful 67 

Joe Tansey, Drew Papsun & Mike Lombardi 

Larry Sachs 67 427/400 w/ air & factory side pipes 
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NCRS Board of Directors Meeting Minutes 
 

NATIONAL CORVETTE RESTORERS SOCIETY 

Board of Directors Meeting 

Indianapolis, Indiana 

March 27, 2019 

 

NCRS Board of Directors Meeting was called to order at 7:00 AM EDT 

Present were: 

Mike Ingham, Bill Baker, John Ballard, Mike Ernst, Dave Ewan, Bob Johansen, John Perrette, Sue 
Strawmyre, Mark Tulley, Dave Brigham, Joan Burnett, Carlton Colclough, Larry Colvin, David King, 
Vinnie Peters, John Tidwell, John Waggoner 

A number of general members were present in the audience. 

Bill Baker moved, and Mark Tulley seconded, to accept the minutes from the July 20, 2018 Board 
Meeting.  

Passed: 9 for, None against. 

 

1. Election/Appointment of Officers, Managers and Editors 

a. Mark Tulley nominated Mike Ingham as NCRS President. There were no other 
nominations. 

i. Voting result: Mike Ingham: 8 votes, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

b. Mike Ingham appointed Dave Ewan as Vice President. 

i. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Dave Ewan). 

c. Mike Ingham nominated John Tidwell as Financial Officer. There were no other 
nominations. 

i. Voting result: John Tidwell: 9 votes. 

d. Mike Ingham made the following appointments: 

i. Larry Colvin as Secretary. 

1. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

ii. Dave Ewan as National Events Chairman. 

1. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

iii. Dave Brigham as National Judging Chairman. 

1. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

iv. Vinnie Peters as Restorer Editor & Driveline Editor. 
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1. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

v. Marilyn Heitzman as Membership Services Manager. 

1. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

vi. David King as Merchandise Sales and Inventory Manager. 

1. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

vii. Joan Burnett as NCRS Foundation Chair. 

1. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

viii. Carlton Colclough as Public Relations Officer, National Sponsor Liaison, and 
National Corvette Museum Liaison. 

1. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

ix. Kay and Scott Sinclair as National Road Tour Co-Chairs. 

1. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

x. Bill Sangrey as Archive Director. 

1. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

xi. Sue Strawmyre as Youth Activities Coordinator. 

1. Approved: 8 for, None against, 1 abstained (Mike Ingham). 

2. Reports to the Board 

a. President’s Report – Mike Ingham. 

i. Thanked everyone for the honor of being NCRS President. 

ii. Pleased with how the Board operates. 

iii. Would like the Board to continue planning for the future. 

b. Vice President’s Report – Dave Ewan. 

i. Main concern: declining membership. 

ii. Need to focus on increasing membership numbers. 

iii. Thanked Mike Ingham and John Tidwell for their efforts on behalf of the 
organization. 

c. Secretary’s Report – Larry Colvin 

i. Discussed results of the 2018 Board elections: 

1. Region I: Mark Tulley: 19 votes (18 online, 1 paper). 

2. Region II: John Perrette: 112 votes (107 online, 5 paper). 

3. Region II: Shannon Urton: 89 votes (73 online, 16 paper) 

4. Region III: Sue Strawmyre: 17 votes (12 online, 5 paper). 

5. 88.6% of all votes were entered online. 
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ii. Reviewed all the types of minutes documents to come out of Board meetings. 

1. General Board meeting minutes. 

2. Summary General Board meeting minutes. 

a. Printed in the Restorer magazine. 

3. Executive Board meeting minutes. 

4. Foundation Board meeting minutes. 

d. Financial Report – John Tidwell. 

i. John reviewed the 2017-2018 financial results and budgets for 2019. 

ii. The Greenville, South Carolina national convention is on schedule for 
registrations but running behind on cars. 

iii. Mike Ingham thanked John for timely financial results and budgets. 

e. Judging Report – Dave Brigham. 

i. Chapter members should be out soliciting Concours cars. 

ii. Concours events are best held at the Chapter level. 

iii. Conducted a good judges’ retreat the previous week. 

1. Broke even, financially. 

2. Positive feedback from attendees. 

iv. Judges seem to be more open-minded. 

v. Attended by a lot of younger members. 

f. Membership – Marilyn Heitzman 

i. Average new member age declined to 60.9 from 61.1 years. 

1. This data is derived from only members who have entered their ages. 

ii. There are some discrepancies between the number of members shown in 
different data sources. 

iii. Postage costs are going up. 

iv. There is a 30-day grace period on publications delivery for expired memberships. 

v. Discussion of the effectiveness of different member contact methods. 

vi. Question was asked about the number of Chevelle-Nova-Camaro and Shipping 
Data Report transactions. 

g. Merchandise Sales – David King. 

i. Manuals are selling well. 

ii. All NCRS direct merchandise is made in the USA. 

iii. Most apparel is made outside the USA. 

h. Road Tour Report. 
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i. 87 current registrations for the Greenville National Convention. 

ii. Eastern conventions have larger Road Tour attendance levels. 

i. Publications – Mike Ingham. 

i. Publications Committee reviews all publications before printing. 

ii. Praised Vinnie Peters for his work on the publications and Carlton Colclough for 
his help with advertisers. 

j. Restorer and Driveline – Vinnie Peters. 

i. Vinnie reviewed the publications status report. 

ii. Eliminating pages from the Driveline by inserting links to event information and 
not printing all the event details in the publication. 

iii. The suggestion was raised to share printing with other outside publications in 
order to save costs. 

1. Consensus that this would not be practical. 

k. National Corvette Museum (NCM) Report – Carlton Colclough. 

i. Now is a good time to try to advance the NCRS/NCM relationship. 

1. 50% of the NCM Board are already NCRS members. 

ii. There are 2 Boards at the NCM: NCM Board and the Motorsports Park Board. 

1. Each Board has 9 members. 

iii. Carlton suggested giving all NCM Board members complementary NCRS 
memberships. 

1. Mike Ernst moved, and John Perrette seconded, to provide all active 
NCM Board members with complementary NCRS memberships. 

a. Passed: 9 for, None against. 

l. Public Relations – Carlton Colclough. 

i. Carlton reviewed the Public Relations Status Report (attachment). 

m. Website/IT – John Waggoner. 

i. John reviewed the Website/IT Status Report. 

ii. Reviewed NCRS Chapter leadership roles and to what national data they have 
access. 

1. Update capability is usually restricted to one person in a Chapter role in 
order to centralize accountability. 

2. John asked for feedback from Board members on how well the data 
access process is working. 

3. Some Chapter leaders may require more access to reports. 

iii. John informed the Board that there may be a future requirement to upgrade the 
NCRS forum software. 
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1. This may require some IT staff work to accommodate some current 
functions that have been added to the current software. 

2. This expense will be in the future. 

iv. Social Media Update. 

1. The Board reviewed the Social Media Status Report by Lauren Girdler. 

2. Discussion of Facebook group access methods. 

3. Mike Ingham collected Board questions for Lauren. 

a. Lauren will call Mike to discuss what the Board wishes to 
accomplish through social media. 

n. Activities – Dave Ewan 

i. National Conventions Status – Dave Ewan 

1. 2019 Greenville, SC. 

a. Hotel rooms sold out in 4 hours. 

b. Busses will only go to official NCRS locations. 

2. 2020 French Lick, IN. 

a. This is the first event of the new organizational model. 

i. No Chapter members directly involved. 

b. Holding a pre-planning event at the site after this Board meeting. 

c. Currently defining tours and events. 

3. 2021 Palm Springs, CA. 

a. There will be a tour of the World War II museum. 

b. Need to find some additional tours. 

c. All event buildings are interconnected so there will be no need to go 
outside. 

ii. Regional Meets – Dave Ewan. 

a. 2021 Regional Schedule. 

i. The Iowa Chapter is proposing a Regional event in Cedar 
Rapids, IA, June 3-6. 

1. Windham Hotel has $85-$90 per night room rate. 

2. The Hawkeye Downs Speedway is nearby. 

3. Bill Baker moved, and Mark Tulley seconded, to 
approve the Iowa Chapter Regional proposal of an 
event to be held in Cedar Rapids, IA. 

a. Passed: 9 for, None against. 
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ii. The Texas Chapter is negotiating a new contract with the 
Embassy Suites Hotel in Frisco, TX to continue to hold their 
Regional event there 

1. Dave Ewan moved, and Bob Johansen seconded, to 
approve a 5-year commitment to hold the Texas 
Regional at the Frisco, TX Embassy Suites location. 

a. Passed: 9 for, None against. 

b. 2022 Convention Proposals. 

i. ConferenceDirect has made the following suggestions: 

1. Chattanooga, TN. 

2. Mobile, AL. 

ii. Mike Ingham, Dave Ewan, Dave Brigham, and John Tidwell 
will make site visits. 

c. Discussion about possibly moving the National Convention date to 
September. 

d. Mobile, AL site over July 4th may conflict with members’ family 
plans. 

e. Proposal will be presented at the July, 2019 Board meeting after the 
team makes site visits. 

iii. National Convention Team Status – Mike Ingham, Dave Ewan. 

1. The 2020 French Lick, IN event will be the first National Convention run 
under the new model where the event is mainly conducted by a 
dedicated national team. 

a. Local Chapter members will mainly be used for their local 
knowledge. 

2. Mike has been looking for feedback on roles and responsibilities. 

3. Mike asked for any suggestions of people who might fill the roles still 
vacant on the organization chart, or any missing tasks. 

a. Tab room design was suggested as an additional task. 

4. Suggestion was made to have one person who has an overview of the 
entire event project, an “Event Manager”. 

a. This person might come from ConferenceDirect. 

3. Old Business 

a. Report on Barrett-Jackson Status – John Tidwell. 

i. NCRS will be at the next Barrett-Jackson event in Las Vegas. 

ii. Participation after Las Vegas event is yet to be determined. 

iii. Value of Barrett-Jackson participation is television exposure. 
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1. Estimated that exposure at the Scottsdale event was worth about 
$250,000. 

b. NCRS Participation in National Corvette Museum (NCM) 25th Anniversary – Carlton 
Colclough. 

i. Costs for the NCRS booth and tent are sponsored. 

ii. A 1994 Corvette will be displayed. 

iii. New members joining at the event will get a 1-year membership at the 1994 price 
($25). 

1. Renewal will be at the current price. 

2. Goal is to add 100 new members. 

iv. Carlton reminded the group that attendees to the 25th celebration must register in 
advance. 

v. NCRS participation will help determine what the NCRS/NCM future relationship 
can be. 

vi. Booth and tent are in an advantageous physical location. 

vii. NCRS will be selling printed material, doing a presentation on the history of the 
NCRS, and conducting a judging seminar. 

viii. Dave Hill will be spending some time in the NCRS booth. 

c. Update on NCRS Participation at Bloomington Gold-Charlotte – Carlton. 

i. The Hendrick organization will get space at the event for the NCRS. 

ii. Event is run in conjunction with the Queen City Corvette Club. 

iii. The show is dedicated to the memory of Jim Perkins, a previous general 
manager of General Motors. 

d. NCRS Foundation Code of Regulations (Bylaws) Proposal – Joan Burnett, Mark Tulley, 
Dave Brigham. 

i. Establish a “Board of Corporators”. 

1. The 9 members of the NCRS Board of Directors. 

ii. Establish a Foundation “Board of Directors”. 

1. Current NCRS President. 

2. Current NCRS Financial Officer. 

a. Becomes the Foundation Financial Officer. 

3. 5 at-large Foundation Directors. 

a. Each will be on 3-year staggered terms. 

iii. A 2/3 vote of the Corporators and Foundation Boards will be necessary to change 
the Foundation Code of Regulations. 

1. 15 voters: 
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a. 9 Corporator Board members. 

b. 5 at-large Foundation Board members. 

c. 1 Financial Officer. 

iv. Discussion regarding how donations should be funneled to the Foundation. 

1. Consensus that the method needs to follow donor’s wishes. 

e. Selection of 5 At-Large Directors for The NCRS Foundation Board – Joan Burnett, Mark 
Tulley, Dave Brigham. 

i. Joan has been considering candidates to fill the at-large Director roles: 

1. Joan Burnett. 

2. Gary Chesnut. 

3. Michael Johnson. 

4. Jim Loughlin. 

5. Bill Sangrey. 

ii. Initial terms will be adjusted to facilitate staggered roll-offs. 

iii. Bill Baker moved, and Mark Tulley seconded, to approve the nominated 
Foundation Board of Director candidates as presented. 

1. Passed: 8 for, 1 against (John Perrette). 

4. New Business 

a. Hendrick Proposal for Jim Perkins Award – Vinnie Peters. 

i. Award is in memory of Jim Perkins, a former general manager of General Motors 
and senior leader of the Hendrick organization. 

ii. Award could be given to anyone, whether they are NCRS members or not. 

iii. Dave Ewan moved, and Bob Johansen seconded, to award a Jim Perkins 
Memorial Award to a selected recipient, whether or not that person is an NCRS 
member. 

1. Passed: 9 for, None against. 

b. Update on NCRS Legal Counsel – Mike Ingham. 

i. Mike Rosenberg is the current NCRS counsel. 

ii. There have been some problems with representation. 

1. Communications with the Mortimers which were not approved by the 
NCRS. 

2. Two lost trademarks. 

iii. Have been searching for new representation for the last year. 

iv. Last February NCRS interviewed a principal from a large firm in Texas. 

1. Decision made to transfer representation to this new firm. 
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v. Process is underway to send necessary files to the new firm. 

c. Revised Employee Meal Allowance Policy – John Tidwell. 

i. Previously NCRS did not reimburse for meal expenses. 

ii. Now NCRS will use the prorated IRS allowance of $60 per day. 

iii. This change was approved by the Board at the previous-day’s Executive Board 
meeting. 

d. Chapter Top Flight Award Status – Bob Johansen. 

i. Bob took over the program administrator role from a previous Director. 

ii. Added the following items to the Chapter Top Flight measures: 

1. Keeping IRS forms current. 

2. Maintaining a Chapter Facebook page. 

iii. Found a lot of different interpretations of the program rules. 

1. Plans to send an email to the Chapters clarifying the approved rule 
interpretations and emphasis. 

iv. The point of the Chapter Top Flight Program is to get members active in the 
Chapter. 

v. Bob will copy Directors on emails sent to Chapters. 

vi. Dave Ewan moved, and Bob Johansen seconded, to waive the Form 990 
requirement for the 2018 Chapter Top Flight award consideration. 

1. Passed: 9 for, None against. 

vii. Discussion clarified a number of issues regarding the program. 

viii. Consensus that the program is working well. 

1. 33 Chapters participated in 2018. 

e. New Director On-Boarding Process – Mike Ernst. 

i. Some things are not in place to be taught to new Directors. 

1. For example: need to develop a vision and mission statement. 

ii. Has received “NCRS Board Suggestions” document. 

iii. John Perrette volunteered to put together a package of all tasks and expectations 
of an NCRS Director. 

1. Will be glad to share with other Directors. 

f. Attracting More Kids to NCRS Events – Sue Strawmyre. 

i. Sue asked for suggestions from the Board to bring more kids into NCRS events. 

ii. May need to review insurance provisions covering activities. 

iii. Sue will coordinate with Dave Ewan in his role as National Events Chairman. 
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iv. Carlton will reach out to local groups in Greenville, SC to explore ways to involve 
kids. 

g. Judging Team Leader Christmas Gift Stipend – Dave Brigham. 

i. Original: Mark Tulley moved, and Dave Ewan seconded, to reinstate the $200 
end-of-year store credit for the Judging Team leaders. 

ii. Mark Tulley amended his motion to: Give a one-time $150 Visa gift card to 
Judging Team Leaders, Terry McManmon, and Dave Gulley. 

1. Passed: 8 for, None against, 1 Abstain (Sue Strawmyre). 

5. Regional Director Reports – All. 

a. Region I – Mark Tulley 

i. All Chapters Top Flight. 

ii. All Form 990 submission on time, 

iii. Northeast Chapter has leadership step-up issues. 

iv. Adirondack Chapter has help for their Regional from other Chapters. 

b. Region II – John Perrette 

i. Michigan Chapter has Form 990 issue. 

ii. Goal to improve communications between all Chapter leaders and the Director. 

c. Region III – Sue Strawmyre. 

i. Will check into any possible Form 990 issues. 

ii. Working with the Pittsburgh Chapter. 

d. Region IV – John Ballard. 

i. Problem with Carolinas and Southeast Chapters over who should judge a 
particular car. 

ii. Challenge getting Chapter financial and Form 990 information. 

e. Region V – Mike Ernst. 

i. No major problems with Chapters.. 

f. Region VI – Bill Baker. 

i. New Mexico Chapter is behind due to leadership changes. 

g. Region VII – Dave Ewan. 

i. Chapters doing pretty well. 

ii. Louisiana Chapter has declining membership issues-need to understand the 
numbers. 

h. Region VIII – Bob Johansen. 

i. Two Chapters doing great. 

ii. British Columbia Chapter still struggling to find members. 
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i. Region IX – Mike Ingham. 

i. Four of six Chapters in Top Flight. 

ii. “Southern Nevada” Chapter is still recovering from erroneous taxable 
organization filing.  

j. Region X – Dave Ewan. 

i. Puerto Rico Chapter still struggling. 

ii. Has received interest in establishing a Chapter for German-speaking parts of 
Europe. 

iii. Might be some interest in forming a second UK Chapter. 

 

Dave Ewan moved, and Mike Ingham seconded, to adjourn the meeting. 

 Passed: 9 for, None against. 

 

The meeting adjourned at 3:40 PM EDT. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Date of the next Board meeting: Friday July 19, 2019 in Greenville, South Carolina. 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Larry Colvin 

NCRS Secretary 
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Tech Article: 1971 CEC, Combined Emissions 
Control System, Operations and Diagnosis 
Article by: Billy Schoenberg 

New in 1971 for Chevrolet was the Combined Emissions Control 
system (CEC).  This system was on all 1971 Chevrolet passenger 
cars and was mostly scrapped by 1972, with the exception of a very 
small number of applications.  According to articles by others, 
specifically Jack Humphrey’s, this system was a late addition during 
the design phase added to help all Chevrolets pass the new 
emissions and pollution requirements for 1971.  This system was 
added so late that its designs are not properly reflected in the AIM or 
most official wiring diagrams.  The two best sources that I know of for 
correct wiring diagrams come from Chevrolet but were published after 
the AIM. The first source is from Chevrolet Service News and is 
republished on pages 348 and 360 
of the 5th edition 1970-1972 NCRS 

manual.  The second source is called Theory and Diagnosis, 
Chevrolet Emissions Controls.  This is a short manual that 
describes all aspects of pollution control systems installed on all 
1971 Chevrolet vehicles.  This manual is a good read describing 
from a theory perspective how the system works.  It also includes 
wiring diagrams for all states of the system and two diagnosis flow 
charts.  Now you would think that 48 some-odd years later and with 
this original material that the diagnosis and maintenance of this 
system would be easy and straightforward.   Well you’d be wrong! 
Even the theory and diagnosis manual from Chevrolet is confusing, 
referring to wire colors which are not present on Corvette, and it 
never makes it totally clear which parts are which.  With this article, 
I intend to provide the definitive source for describing how the 
system works, what the system does from a practical point of view 
and therefore how to diagnose problems.  

First, I’d like to present a quick overview of what the system 
does and how it works.  The system controls two functions 
simultaneously via the use of a carburetor mounted 
solenoid.  The solenoid, when in its extended state, both 
raises the base idle of the motor by pushing the throttle 
forward off of the idle screw and allows vacuum to reach the 
distributor.  At the base of the solenoid are two hoses, one 
hose comes from the carburetor and constantly has vacuum 
from carburetor, the other hose goes to the vacuum advance 
canister on the distributor.  The plunger on the solenoid 
when in the retracted state blocks the vacuum between the 
two hoses.  The firing of the solenoid is controlled via an 
electrical circuit that uses two switches (with 3 states) and 

Figure 1: Theory and Diagnosis book 

Figure 2: Original 1971 CEC solenoid 1114444 
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two relays.  For more on the theory of why see Jack Humphrey’s article. The basic operation of the 
system is that the solenoid is fired under the following conditions: 

1. During startup for approximately 15 second (helps cold starts) 
2. When the engine is cold, below 82 degrees (helps cold stumbling) 
3. When the engine is hot, 230 degrees (helps cool the motor when overheating) 
4. When the transmission is in: (helps motor run most efficiently) 

a. Manual: 3rd and 4th gear 
b. Automatic: Reverse and 3rd gear     

Next, all of the parts involved in the system: 

1. CEC solenoid, GM: 1114444, mounted on the carburetor 
2. Reversing relay, mounted on firewall (in the front), GM: 3990842 
3. Delay relay, mounted on firewall (in the back), GM: 3990843 
4. Temperature switch mounted in passenger side head, GM: 6490094 (BBC), GM: 6489903 

(SBC) – (Not 100% sure on these part numbers) 
5. Transmission switch mounted on the transmission 

a. Manual: GM: 3961567 
b. Automatic: GM: 6462286 

The transmission switch is mounted on the transmission 
and is connected to the reversing relay via a black wire.  
The switch connects to ground in first gear and second 

gear (all transmissions) 
and reverse (manual 
transmission only).  
These switches are both 
two-way and on the 
manual transmission it is 
activated by the shifter 
shaft, and for the 
automatic by oil pressure (this is why the system engages in 
reverse on automatic transmissions because the same pressure 
circuit is used for reverse and 3rd).  Because both of these switches 
connect to ground in the opposite of the conditions required, the 
reversing relay is needed to switch their input before it reaches the 

solenoid. 

The reversing relay ‘reverses’ the state of the 
transmission switch, activating its ground post when 
the transmission is in high gear (or reverse, automatic 
only).  It is a magnetically controlled two position 
switch.  In plain English this means it controls the blue 
ground wire for the solenoid via the bright green 
jumper wire from the reversing relay to the time delay 
relay by moving a lever whose natural state connects 
the ground for the relay itself to the ground post with 
the bright green jumper wire attached.  This lever is 
moved using an electromagnet to pull the lever off of Figure 5: Reversing relay 3990842 

Figure 4: Manual transmission switch 
3961567  

Figure 3: Automatic transmission switch 6462286 
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the ground post thus causing the ground post of the relay to read as open when the electromagnet 
circuit is grounded by the transmission switch.  It is this process which reverses the operation of the 
transmission switch. The reversing relay gets the ignition power it needs to operate from the tan wire 
and its ground comes from the screws holding it to the bracket.  

The delay relay uses a bimetal spring switch to override 
the reversing relay and provide ground to the solenoid 
on startup (the default state for this switch is closed and 
therefore it also provides ground during hot or cold 
engine conditions).  In plain English this means there is 
a hot wire coming from the ignition (brown with white 
stripe, resistance wire) which inside of the relay is 
wrapped tightly around a thin piece of metal.  When 
power is sent through the wrapped wire the thin metal 
strip heats up, and when it reaches temperature, after 

approximately 15 seconds, the thin piece of metal bows out, breaking the connection returning control 
of the solenoid ground to the reversing relay and therefore the transmission switch.  The brown with 
white stripe wire is a resistance wire because if 12v were applied to the thin metal strip it would heat 
up too quickly not allowing enough time for the car to start strong.  It is the length of this resistance 
wire which controls the amount of time the solenoid is fired for on startup.  I have measured the 
voltage on that wire to be ~9v at the connector into the delay relay.  Like the reversing relay the delay 
relay gets its ground from the screws holding it to the bracket.  

The temperature switch is mounted in the passenger side head and has two tangs 
which are both connected to a single green wire.  Typically, this green wire is extra-
long and taped into a loop.  There are rumors that this is for resistance purposes, but 
my investigation and understanding of this system does not support this idea.  This 
green wire connects directly to the time delay relay at the same connector as the 
brown with white resistance wire.  Each tang of the temperature switch is connected 
to an element inside of the switch which grounds to the engine block (I presume) 
when the temperature is in the appropriate ranges described above.  This switch is 
described as a thermostatic water temperature switch.  When this switch grounds it 
prevents the brown with white stripe wire from heating the metal spring inside the 
delay relay which means the time delay relay remains closed and therefore the 
blue wire leading to the solenoid is grounded and the solenoid fires.    

Now that we understand how the system operates, we can apply this knowledge to testing and 
diagnosis.  Before beginning any testing always check that the fuse marked TCS (which is the name 
for a similar system in 1970, goes to show how rushed this system really was) is intact.  Also confirm 
that the CEC solenoid is in the retracted state with the car off.  The next step in any diagnosis process 
is to confirm the CEC solenoid works in isolation.  Disconnect it from the car, hook one tang up to 
power, the other to ground and the solenoid should extend.  When disconnected it should retract.  If it 
doesn’t extend, then, to the best of my knowledge, the solenoid is junk.  If it doesn’t retract this can be 
caused by one of two conditions, either the solenoid is over extended in which case screwing in the 
plunger may fix it, or its gummed up and a spray of lubricant down the plunger shaft along with 
repeated operation or adjustment may clear it up.  The next step to checking the operation of the 
solenoid is to make sure the tan wire at the CEC solenoid connector has ignition power.  Without 
power the solenoid will not fire as the rest of the system is concerned with connecting the ground to 
the circuit.  The final step is to confirm that the blue wire has continuity by using a multimeter to span 

Figure 6: Delay relay 3990843 

Figure 7: Temperature 
switch 6489903 
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from the CEC solenoid connector to the blue wire connected to the delay relay.   Ensuring continuity 
here confirms that a ground signal can be delivered from either relay (the relays are wired in series via 
the bright green jumper wire) to the solenoid. 

To test the temperature switch, start with a stone cold engine.  Disconnect the green wire from the 
temperature switch where it joins the main wiring harness at a connector by the heater hoses.  
Connect a test light to the power side of the alternator.  Turn the ignition key to on and probe the now 
exposed wire to the temperature switch.  Confirm the test light turns on.  If it does not, replace the 
temperature switch.  This test confirms that the cold side of the switch works.  I have no good method 
for testing the hot side. 

To test the transmission switch, disconnect the connector with the black and tan wires from the 
reversing relay. With the key in the on position shift the car into neutral.  Hook the test light up to 

power side of the alternator and 
make sure when you touch the 
black wire only that it lights up.  If 
the car has a manual 
transmission shift into 3rd or 4th 
and confirm the black wire no 
longer lights the powered test 
light.  If your car is equipped with 
an automatic transmission the 
car must be started and running 
because this switch operates off 
of pressure, shift into reverse 
and confirm an open circuit.  If 
your car does not match the 
conditions in this paragraph then 
your transmission switch is faulty 
and needs to be replaced. 

To test the delay relay, start with 
the engine at any temperature 
and with the green wire from the 
temperature switch disconnected 
where it joins the main wiring 
harness at the connector by the 
heater hoses.  Also disconnect 
the green jumper wire from the 
reversing relay. By disconnecting 
the temperature switch and 
reversing relay it ensures that the 
only thing being tested is the 
delay relay.  Turn the key on, the 
relay should extend and then 
retract after ~15 seconds.  If it 
does not, confirm that the relay 
has a solid source of power and 
ground.  Power is delivered by 

Figure 8: Wiring diagram showing all states of the circuit page 11 of Theory and 
Diagnosis 
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the brown with white stripe wire at ~9v at the connector into the delay relay (remember it’s a 
resistance wire).  Ground is provided to the relay via its housing.  In my experience, grounding of the 
relay is not a problem, but rather breaks in the brown with white stripe wire are more common (due to 
it being a thin single stranded resistance wire).  The brown with white stripe wire travels through the 
harness to the fuse block and can easily be probed with a sewing pin to isolate the location of the 
break.  If the solenoid never retracts when fully connected there are two likely reasons, the first is a 
problem with power to the delay relay via the pesky resistance wire, the second is the delay relay 
itself is faulty. 

I test the operation of the reversing relay via process of elimination.  Each other part of the system 
must be tested, and if all are functioning properly then the only remaining source of the problem is the 
reversing relay.  Power is delivered to the relay via the tan wire and is at a full 12v and like the delay 
relay is grounded via its mount.  Using a test light, ground can be simulated by hooking the test light 
up to the ground bolt on the alternator and probing the black wire (while its connected to the relay) to 
simulate low gear conditions.  If the solenoid doesn’t retract in this case, then the problem is certainly 
with the relay itself.  To test this relay in as close to isolation as possible you must start with a known 
good transmission switch and solenoid verified using the above tests.  Then disconnect the 
temperature switch.  Then disconnect the connector from the time delay relay completely.  Then shift 
to the appropriate gear (3rd, 4th manual, or reverse with the car on, automatic).  If the solenoid does 
not fire the reversing relay is at fault.  

For those of you who don’t want to worry about this system and easily ‘eliminate’ it in such a way that 
it can be easily re-enabled all you need to do is unplug the connector from the solenoid to prevent the 
solenoid from firing and then reroute the vacuum hose from the carburetor directly to the hardline 
which goes to the distributor.  This will ensure that you have a “normal” high idle process controlled 
only by the carburetor and that your distributor is always seeing available vacuum advance.  I leave it 
up to your reading of Jack Humphrey’s article to decide what you want to do, but my advice is to leave 
the system running. 

Hopefully this article helps to demystify how the CEC system works and provides a simple and easy 
to follow guide for troubleshooting it.  If you have any questions, find any mistakes, or wish to 
contribute feel free to contact me via e-mail: billy.schoenberg@gmail.com.  
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Dues Notice: 2019 
 

 
 

Jesse Meeker 
23 Sunset Drive 

Danbury, CT 06810-7503 
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Classifieds & Business Directory 
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Parts from: Peter Martin (7192)  
Please contact Peter via e-mail: mart78b@aol.com 

Removed from my 1966 Corvette – can provide pictures - please email me what parts you have 
interest 

• Brake C2 original dust shields - set of 4 - glass beaded/replated – they have heavy pitting  - for 
driver - $50 for the set of 4 - LF,RF,RR,LR 

• Hood Catches L&R $50 for set 
• 427 Starter for manual trans cars – Delco replacement – good used 66-69 427 / 454 $45 
• Muncie input shaft bearing retainer – good original part # 3915020 $25 
• 427 Alum Thermostat housing part # GM3877660 (on neck) $35 
• Parking Brake Main Front cable - good used $25 
• A/C Condenser with mount bracket– good used - $250 
• 7 Blade fan for AC cars $250 #3955182 – excellent like new 
• 427 Oil Pan - $45 
• L&R Trailing arms (bare)  – nice straight, undamaged, glass beaded and painted semi –gloss 

black . good used but are pitted so good for driver car $275 for pair. These are factory originals 
with the holes for rear sway bar 

• 427 water pump pulley triple groove with A/C  - $175 
• original outside rear mirror short base bowtie - nice driver - dated Aug 1965 $45 

 
Parts from: Dennis Cohan (65573) 
Please contact Dennis via e-mail: Dennismcohan@comcast.net.  

I’ve got a ‘66 390 Coupe I got in January.  
The rotors that were on it are for sale.  
 
C2 rotors. Off a 1966 390 Coupe. Car was restored 9yrs ago and these 
rotors sat on the car for that time and 1200 miles.  
$35.00. Local pickup in Madison, CT preferred.  
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Parts from: Rich Ferrarro (4894)  
Please contact Rich via e-mail: richard.ferraro@frontier.com or 860 663-2754 

• 1963-1974 Rear Struts (1 1/4" bushings), strut bracket, cam assemblies and rear end bracket. 
$120 

 
 

• Early 1959 Daytona Weave Black carpet complete with foam backing, new old stock from 
Crown Interiors- $100 

 
 

• Corvette 1959-62 N.O.S. Temperature Gauge, 1959-1962 #1514185 N.I.B.-$150 
 

• For Sale - 1965-67 Corvette Coupe black Carpet set with jute backing set, purchased about 
8yrs. ago NIB $140 

 


